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Abstract
The tiles of the canonical tilings T(2F) are six tetrahedra. We determine their ination rules
by the projection method. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. 2F-module
The standard icosahedral projection is dened by the particular embedding of the
icosahedral group Y = A(5) into the hyperoctahedral group 
(6) = (Z=2Z)6 s S(6):
Upon subducing the dening representation D of 
(6) to A(5), the reduction to irre-
ducible form is obtained as BD(g)B−1 = D[31
2
+](g) + D[31
2
−](g), where B is chosen
B=
s
1
2(+ 2)
2
66666664
0 1 1  0 
1   0 1 0
 0 0 1  1
0   1 0 1
 1 1 0  0
1 0 0  1 
3
77777775
(1)
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and  is the golden ratio, =(1+
p
5)=2. The symbol x stands for −x. The columns of
this matrix form six orthogonal basis vectors of Z6. The rst three rows of the matrix
B give the six basis vectors of Z6, fei j (ei; ej) = ijg, ‘icosahedrally projected’ to the
‘parallel space’, eijj 2 Ejj (3D space of the irreducible representation D[312+](g)), and the
next three rows give the six vectors ‘icosahedrally projected’ to the ‘orthogonal space’
(3D space of the irreducible representation D[31
2
−](g)), ei? 2 E?. The Weyl group of
the lattice D6, WD6 is a subgroup of the hyperoctahedral group, WD6 = (Z=2Z)5 s
S(6)<
(6). The icosahedrally projected points of the D6  2F-lattice into Ejj we
call 2F-module.
It can be shown that the GL(6;Z) transformation of D6 points such that it commutes
with A(5) reduced to Ejj + E? and acts in Ejj as a minimal stretching is
ID6 =
1
2
2
66666664
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
3
77777775
: (2)
This matrix is written in the Z6 basis. When referred to a D6 basis it becomes an
element of GL(6;Z). The minimal stretching in Ogawa’s sense, such that the quasi-
lattice points are mapped into quasilattice points, is a factor , and ID6 transformed to
Ejj + E? is
jj − 1 ?; (3)
where jj is a projector to Ejj and ? to E?. The basis of the 2F-module can be
chosen as, for example,
BD6 = fe3jj + e6jj; e2jj + e5jj; e1jj − e4jjg: (4)
The coecients in each of the three directions are in Z[], so it is a Z[]-module with
ination factor  (the smallest stretching factor by which module points are mapped
into module points).
1.2. Canonical tiling T(2F)
The acceptance domain, i.e. the vertex-window W of the tilings T(2F) [1] is the
Voronoi domain (V ) of the root-lattice D6 icosahedrally projected to E?, V? = W .
In E?, its outer shape is a triacontahedron with the edge length (parallel to the
ve-fold symmetry axes of an icosahedron), = 1p
2
. The vertices of the Voronoi
domain of the root-lattice D6 are the three translationally nonequivalent ‘holes’ [2] of
the D6 lattice. We denote them [1] by a, b and c. After the projection of the Voronoi
domain to E?, the vertices of the window V?=W are of type a and c, marked by black
and white balls (Fig. 1), respectively. The vertices of the tiles (prototiles) in the class
of tilings T(2F) are the D6 root lattice points projected to Ejj. The tilings are obtained
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Fig. 1. The window W = V? for the class of tiling T(2F) in E? (upper part) and the tiles in Ejj
(lower part).
by the ‘cut and project’ method: cut the 3D boundary X (3) of V , project its dual
boundary X (3) to Ejj. X jj is coded by X (3) projected to E?, X?. All codings are the
projected boundaries of V (that we together with V call the Voronoi complex) to E?.
Dual boundaries are the 3D boundaries of Delaunay cells. In general: all tiles, faces,
edges, vertices, vertex congurations from the tilings in Ejj are coded by corresponding
dual objects in E?, i.e. by the Voronoi complex projected to E?. Consequently, all
properties of the tilings in Ejj can be determined in E?. This ‘projection species’ T(2F)
are equivalent [3] to ‘De Bruijn’s strip projection species’ [4].
The prototiles of the class of nonsingular locally isomorphic tilings T(2F) are six
tetrahedra with the edges parallel to the directions of two-fold symmetry axes of an
icosahedron. They have two lengths, the standard =
p
2=(+ 2) and  . The tiles
are denoted [1] by X jj (3) = A

jj; B

jj; C

jj; D

jj; F

jj and G

jj. They are coded in E? by
corresponding dual boundaries X?(3) = A?; B?; C?; D?; F? and G?, respectively. In
Fig. 1 we denote the tiles by X . In the paper we are not going to mention explicitly
X?(3) any more, so we simplify the notation, instead of X jj we write X .
The tiles (prototiles) X =A; B; C; D; F and G have four kinds of faces ijj, i=1; : : : ; 4
that are coded in E? by the corresponding (dual) four-boundaries of the Voronoi
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Fig. 2. The decagonal belt of the height x orthogonal to a ve-fold direction.
domain of the D6-lattice, i?, i = 1; : : : ; 4 [5]. All faces ijj of tetrahedra are clearly
triangles, from now on denoted by i. 4 is an equilateral triangle with edge length
, 1 is also equilateral with edge length  . These faces are perpendicular to the
directions of three-fold symmetry axes of an icosahedron. 2 and 3 are the golden
triangles: 2 with one edge  and two , 3 with two edges  and one . These
faces are perpendicular to the directions of ve-fold symmetry axes of an icosahedron.
The face and edge content of the tiles is presented by the table
1 2 3 4 
A 2 0 2 0 1 5
B 0 2 0 2 5 1
C 1 1 2 0 2 4
D 0 2 1 1 4 2
F 0 0 3 1 3 3
G 1 3 0 0 3 3
: (5)
Let us mention three important characteristics of the tilings T(2F).
The tilings T(2F) are dissectable into the tilings T(A4) [1]. The tilings T(A4) are
particular 2D triangular tilings of a plane by two golden triangles 2 and 3 [6]. To a
xed ve-fold direction of the triacontahedron (the vertex-window for
the T(2F) tilings, W = V?) there is a corresponding decagonal belt of height
x = [2=(+ 2)] , see Fig. 2. Let a plane orthogonal to the chosen ve-fold direction
intersect the belt. This intersection is a decagon, the vertex window for the tilings
T(A4). The same plane intersects with a set of corresponding 1 ve-boundaries
(
1?, 
2?) and four-boundaries (2?, 3?) of V?. These intersections form the
1 The corresponding ve- and four-boundaries of V projected to E? are such that in the 3D tilings they
code the edges and the 2D faces, all orthogonal to the chosen ve-fold direction.
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coding of the edges and tiles of the tilings T(A4). As a consequence, in Ejj there
appear the planar (2D) tilings T(A4) which tiles are faces of the 3D tilings T(2F).
Consider the set of all these 2D tilings T(A4) perpendicular to the chosen axes. The
height of the belt allows (as a necessary condition) for a spacing of these tilings at
Fibonacci distances S and L,
S = 3
2
+ 2
; L= S: (6)
The same holds true for all ve-fold directions.
A projection class of tilings by the Mosseri{Sadoc tiles [7], T(MS) can be locally
derived from T(2F) [5]. The ination{deation class of Mosseri{Sadoc tilings [7] has
been (not accurately) dened by the substitution rules for nondecorated tiles [7]. We
will come again to this property.
The third property of the tilings T(2F) is that also the tilings T(P) [8] can be
locally derived from T(2F) [1].
2. The tiles ination
An ination procedure in a tiling requires two steps: (I) one stretches all the edges
of the tiles by the same factor, (II) one replaces each stretched tile by the tiles of the
previous size. Let us call the result the inated tiling. The rules which tell how one
replaces each of the tiles are the ination rules. In order to nd the ination rules for
the tilings obtained by the projection we determine for each stretched representative
tile (the tile coded by the representative dual in E?) all its possible replacements by
the original tiles in a tiling of the projection species T(2F). The analysis is done in
the orthogonal space.
When the tiles are stretched in Ejj by the factor , the window in E?, V? and all
its coding polytopes (the sub-boundaries of the Voronoi domain projected to E?) are
transformed by −1=, i.e. we act by the ination matrix for the module in 6D space by
jj − (1=)?. By construction the ination leaves the projection species (the tilings
obtained by the ‘cut and project’ method) T(2F) invariant.
In order to determine all possible coverings of the stretched tiles by the original tiles,
it turns out, like in a planar tilings T(A4) [6] to be enough to study how the 36 vertex
congurations [1; 9] go into vertex congurations under the ination. A representative
vertex conguration (up to the icosahedral symmetry) is a set of tiles which lls the
solid angle around a vertex point. The derivation of vertex congurations proceeds
as follows: Any tile X ijj in the tilings has a coding polytope X
i
? located inside the
window W? of the tiling. W? can be decomposed into intersections
Tl
j=1 X
j
? 6= 0. Any
nonempty intersection determines a vertex conguration
Sl
j=1 X
j
jj. One must analyze
only the intersections up to the icosahedral symmetry. For this aim we choose in E?
a fundamental sector w.r.t. the icosahedral group from the triacontahedron, see Fig. 3,
transform it by −1=, obtain the transformation law of all 36 vertex congurations
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Fig. 3. The view on the fundamental sector (lower part) w.r.t. the icosahedral group of the triacontahedron
(upper part). The fundamental regions marked by all their vertices in the sector (lower part) lead to the
coding polytopes for all possible 36 vertex congurations in Ejj of the tilings T(2F).
under the ination, and get the following map:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
# # # # # # # # # # # # #
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
23 24 22 25 21 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
# # # # # # #
35 36 35 36 35 36 36
# # #
36 36 36
: (7)
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Fig. 4. The stein-ination of the tiles B, D and F .
We show that an ination of the tilings exists. In order to dene uniquely how each
tile of T(2F) inates we nd that one has to put arrows on each of them such that
they break its symmetry. One could introduce the arrows on all edges of the tiles such
that the common edges for the tiles have a common orientation of an arrow. Moreover,
for two tiles G and C we have to introduce two dierent colors, let them be blue and
red (Cb, Cr , Gb and Gr). The substitution matrix S for the tiling T(2F) is presented
schematically.
S A B Cb Cr D F Gb Gr
A0 3 0 2 1 0 2 1 2
B0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Cb
0
2 1 0 1 1 2 0 1
Cr
0
3 0 2 1 1 2 1 2
D0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
F 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
Gb
0
2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
Gr
0
3 0 2 1 0 1 1 2
(8)
and is to be read as for example: A0, the tile A stretched by , is covered by the
original tiles 3A, 2Cb, 1Cr , 2F , 1Gb, 2Gr . Both the arrows on edges that break the
symmetry of the tiles and the dierent colors are coded in E?. The ination is not
a ‘stein-ination’, the union of the tiles that cover a stretched tile needs not to have
the shape of the stretched tile itself. The tiles B, F and D inate by a stein-ination,
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Fig. 5. The ination of the red tile Gr seen from two opposite directions.
but not the tiles A, C and G. The faces 2 and 3 (golden triangles) inate as in the
tilings T(A4) [6]. The face 4 (small equilateral triangle) transforms into 1, 04 =1
(big equilateral triangle). The face 1 cannot be replaced by the union (in the same
plane) of other faces. The tiles A, C and G, having each at least one face 1, do not
have a stein-ination. In Fig. 4 we show the stein-ination of the tiles B, D and F ,
and in Figs. 5{8 the ination of the red tile Gr , of the tile A and the red tile Cr , of
the blue tile Gb and nally of the blue tile Cb.
This ination rules dene the ination{deation species, the ination{deation
class of tilings [4,10] by six, or rather eight decorated tetrahedra A, B, Cb, Cr , D, F
and Gb, Gr .
The question is whether the class of tilings dened by ination{deation (ination{
deation species [4]) is equivalent to the class of tilings T(2F) obtained by projection
(projection species [4]). From the ination rules for the prototiles of the class of
tilings T(2F) we have derived [11] the ination rules for the prototiles of the pro-
jection species T(MS) [5]. It turns out that the Mosseri{Sadoc prototiles have also to
be decorated in order to dene the ination procedure uniquely [11]. The tilings by
decorated tiles are not only locally derivable from the projection class T(2F) [1], but
equivalent to the class T(2F). Moreover, the derived ination rules for the projection
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Fig. 6. The ination of the tile A and the red tile Cr .
class T(MS) [11] are indeed the same as for the ination species introduced by Mosseri
and Sadoc (up to a nonexisting decoration) [7].
We determine the volume ination matrix M for the tiling T(2F):
M fAg fBg fCbg fCrg fDg fFg fGbg fGrg
fA0g 11− 16 0 2− 2 2− 3 0 9− 13 − 1 3− 4
fB0g 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
fCb0g −2+ 4 1 0 −+ 2 1 −+ 3 0 −+ 2
fCr0g −9+ 15 0 −2+ 4 −+ 2 1 −8+ 14 −+ 2 −2+ 4
fD0g 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
fF 0g 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
fGb0g −2+ 4 1 0 −+ 2 0 −+ 2 0 −+ 2
fGr0g −9+ 15 0 −2+ 4 −+ 2 0 −8+ 13 −+ 2 −2+ 4
:
(9)
In the tabular representation of the matrix M the symbol fX g stands for VolfX g. Let
us write it as a matrix equation
fX 0g  3fX g=MfX g: (10)
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Fig. 7. The ination of the blue tile Gb seen from three directions.
Fig. 8. The ination of the blue tile Cb.
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Then the frequencies of the tiles, fX fulll the equation
3fX =MTfX : (11)
So we can test the ination rules. The frequencies calculated from the volumes of the
corresponding codings in E? are
X A B Cb Cr D F Gb Gr
fX
1
20
1
23
1
2
1
3
1
2
1

1
23
+2
24
: (12)
The vector with these entries is indeed an eigenvector of the matrix MT with the
eigenvalue 3, hence fullls Eq. (10).
One eigenvalue of the matrix M is 0 =0. The other eigenvalues fulll the equation
(−4 + 53 − 22 − 5− 1)
[3 + 2(13− 8) + (61− 38) + 62− 39] = 0 (13)
and are 1 = 3, 2 = −−3, 3 = , 4 = −−1; 5 = u+ + u− and 6=7 = − u++u−2 
i
p
3 u
+−u−
2 where u
= 13f( 75+312 ) [( 75+312 )2− ( 102 )3]1=2g1=3. Hence 5  1:1868 and
6=7  −0:5934 i0:7550.
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